
Active Learning Techniques
Used to Teach High School

Mathematics in Malta

Situation driven learning

Situation Driven LearningStudents using a clinometer to find the angle of elevation.
Students measure their height and their distance from a

tower. They use these measurements and the tangent ratioto work out the height of the tower.

Negotiated Learning Methods

Game Based Learning

Students engage in
game-based learnin

g through the

Pharaoh Code. The game req
uires a high level of

reasoning

and quick mental ca
lculations. It also en

courages students

to verbalise their ma
thematical thinking.

This activity is

aimed at year nine s
tudents but can be

adapted to any leve
l.

Active learning techniques are strongly supported at all
educational levels in Malta.

Teachers in Malta negotiate teaching methods and goals
with students in order to maximize learning success.

The 'Maltese Math Trails' programme encourages students
to employ mathematics skills they develop in the classroom
in the real world.

The pictures below illustrate the variety of approaches and
techniques that are used to encourage learning. These
techniques may be applied with students at any level.

Different levels may be integrated by allowing upper level
students to teach lower level students.

Motivation is cultured through the demonstration and
explanation of how mathematics features in tasks such as
traditional Maltese tile creation and designing a drill that
makes square holes.

As a result of this state wide initiative, Maltese students are
being equipped with the skills and the motivation to
integrate newly developed knowledge into their existing
rich knowledge structure.
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Different Approaches to Learning

Students work in tea
ms to develop a mat

hematics lesson.

They create resource
s to present an enga

ging and

enjoyable lesson to y
ounger students in a

primary school.

Relevant to Student Interest
Students explore the use of Euclidean Geometry in artthrough the years. They create Islamic Geometric Designsinspired by intricately decorated tiles found in

Alhambra in Spain.

Engaged and Real Life LearningMathematics in the historic city of Mdina. Students measure
the inner and outer diameters at the top of the puteal of a
well. They work out the area between the concentric circles

to find the area of top surface of the puteal.

Problem Solving in Stages

The culmination o
f different activities

leads the students
to

solve more compl
icated multistep p

roblems. Here stu
dents

are building Reule
aux triangles that

might be used to
drill a

square hole or ma
ke a bicycle witho

ut circular wheels.


